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Abstract: The interconnection of distributed energy resources (DERs) in microgrids (MGs) operat-
ing in both islanded and grid-connected modes require coordinated control strategies. DERs are
interfaced with voltage source inverters (VSIs) enabling interconnection. This paper proposes a load
demand sharing scheme for the parallel operation of VSIs in an islanded voltage source inverter-
based microgrid (VSI-MG). The ride-through capability of a heavily loaded VSI-MG, where some of
the VSIs are fully loaded due to the occurrence of an event is investigated. In developing analytical
equations to model the VSI, the concept of virtual synchronous machines (VSM) is applied to enable
the VSI mimic the inertia effect of synchronous machines. A power frame transformation (PFT) that
takes the line ratios of the MG network into account is also incorporated to yield satisfactory transient
responses of both network frequency and bus voltages in the MG network. A Jacobian-based method
is then developed to take into account the operational capacity of each VSI in the VSI-MG. The
resulting amendable droop control constrains the VSIs within their power capabilities when an event
occurs. Simulation results presented within demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed procedure
which has great potential to facilitate efforts in maintaining system reliability and resiliency.

Keywords: AC microgrid; distributed energy resources; droop control; transient stability; power sharing;
voltage source inverter (VSI); virtual synchronous machine (VSM); power frame transformation (PFT)

1. Introduction

The microgrid (MG) concept emanates from the evolution of electric power systems
in which distributed energy resources (DERs) comprising distributed generation (DG),
such as wind turbine generators (WTG), solar photovoltaic systems (PV), diesel engine
generators (DEG), microturbine generators (MTG), along with energy storage systems
(ESS) can be interconnected within a medium-voltage transmission or a low-voltage dis-
tribution network to supply power to connected loads [1–4]. MG networks consisting of
controllable connected loads can be operated in both grid-connected and islanded modes of
operation. In the grid-connected operating mode, the bus voltages and network frequency
are maintained by the utility grid. In the islanded operating mode, the DERs maintain the
bus voltages and network frequency in the MG network. MG networks have demonstrated
in recent decades to be valuable for power systems with regards to improved reliability
and resiliency, reduced energy costs, reduction in emission, reduced costs of upgrades on
system infrastructure, and improved energy efficiency and power quality [5].

To enable interconnection in islanded and grid-connected operating modes, voltage
source inverters (VSIs) are a class of power electronic converters that are interfaced with
these DERs in alternating current MGs [6]. Investigations are often performed in relation
to stability analyses, modeling and operational control of these MG networks [7,8]. In
either operating modes, some challenges include sharing of active (P) and reactive (Q)
power, voltage regulation, uncertainty from intermittent resources, low inertia, transition
between operating modes with re-synchronization, protection from disturbances and
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balance of power in the interconnected network [9,10]. Various distributed, centralized,
and decentralized control strategies which can be combined into a hierarchical control
structure have been proposed to take on these challenges through VSIs [10–13]. Within
the control hierarchy, three levels exist: primary control, secondary control, and tertiary
control. Discussions and a summary of control problems, solutions, and objectives in
MG networks can be found in [14]. DGs in MG networks can be categorized into non-
dispatchable or dispatchable units. Dispatchable units, such as DEGs, MTGs and ESSs,
cannot only generate controlled power on demand but also regulate associated bus voltages
and network frequency while in the islanded mode of operation [15].

A scheme for sharing load demand is formulated in this paper for the parallel oper-
ation of dispatchable DGs in an islanded MG network. The conventional decentralized
droop control is employed which is based on local measurements and requires no commu-
nication link [16]. Various load demand sharing and control strategies ranging from the
conventional droop to adaptive/improved droop and also a network-based droop were
compared and reviewed in [12]. A broader classification of these power sharing and control
strategies into conventional droop methods, consensus-based methods, angle droop con-
trol methods, virtual impedance methods, voltage-active power droop/frequency-reactive
power boost (VPD/FQB) methods, virtual inertia methods, and a few others can be found
in [9]. A performance evaluation was also done to compare and contrast the conventional
droop control, a transient droop control, a generalized droop control, inverse droop control,
and virtual synchronous machines (VSM) methods in [17]. A majority of these approaches
and methods stem from conventional droop methods.

Most control methods in the literature looking to undertake the sharing of load
demand start with detailed dynamic modeling of components installed in the MG network.
The subsequent models are linearized around stable operating points which leads to a
state-space representation. Then eigenvalue, participation and sensitivity analysis could be
performed to investigate small-signal stability. After evaluating stability conditions, time-
domain computer simulations or experimental procedures are performed to validate the
accuracy of the detailed model and control method proposed [18–21]. The detailed models
are usually of a high order and, while investigating larger MG networks, could become
computationally burdensome. To lessen the computational burden, reduced-order models
can be developed through simplifying assumptions with quasi-stationary approximations
or proven conditions by analyzing the timescale separation between the network modes
and the power control modes [22–24]. It was discovered subsequently in [25] that even
this ratio of timescales would be insufficient in justifying excluding certain fast dynamic
states when analyzing small-signal stability and, therefore, new stability certificates were
proposed to assess stability.

There is an opportunity to fill a gap that investigates how other controllable VSIs take
part in sharing load demand when one or more VSIs approach or have reached their power
capability in an islanded MG network. The ride-through capability of a heavily loaded VSI-
MG in the presence of a fully loaded VSI in an all islanded VSI-MG is investigated in this
paper. From an operational viewpoint, a forced outage or load shedding could be avoided
if the VSI-MG is able to ride through the event and facilitates efforts in maintaining system
reliability and resiliency. An earlier investigation looking into this can be found in [26].
There was no convergence on the fixed gradient representing the droop characteristics, but
the presence of an ESS ensured islanded mode of operation could be transiently possible.
In steady state, even in this “fixed droop” control method, the output power capability
of the VSI should be enforced. This engendered the development of the “variable droop”
control method in [27] by providing a supplementary control block to the “fixed droop”
control method. To address concerns during an increment in load demand when a few
or all of the grid-forming sources (consisting of an ESS, VSIs and a MTG) become fully
loaded in an MG network, an overload mitigation controller is developed in [28]. When
one or more VSIs are fully loaded resulting from a rapid reduction in frequency, the extra
load demand is transferred to other sources. The MTG exhibits this overload mitigation
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controller when its electromagnetic torque exceeds the maximum reachable mechanical
torque [28]. In this paper, the focus is on VSIs being the only grid-forming sources in the
MG network for the interfaced DERs.

Studies investigating the ride-through capability of the interconnected MG network
when there are one or more fully loaded VSIs in an all islanded VSI-MG is the existing gap
this paper intents to fill. Traditional DGs respond slower than DGs interfaced with VSIs.
During an event, the dynamic response of a VSI-interfaced DG in an MG network includes
millisecond electromechanical and microsecond electromagnetic transient processes [25,29].
The concept of virtual synchronous machines (VSM) is employed to address this paper’s
objective [30]. This concept mimics the inertia effect of traditional synchronous machines
where the droop gain of the droop controller’s power feedback and the time constant of
the associated filter have a direct relation to the damping factor and inertia constant of a
VSM, respectively [31]. By including the traditional second-order swing equation, inertia is
incorporated virtually to the VSI-interfaced DGs [32–34].

This paper extends from an earlier work in [35] with the inclusion of a virtual active
and reactive power frame transformation (PFT) and its feasibility to maintain system
resilience in the parallel operation of VSIs. The PFT aids in avoiding power control cross-
coupling that occurs in low-voltage MG networks due to line impedances in these networks
not being predominantly inductive in nature [36–38]. Considering the non-negligible
resistance-to-reactance (R/X) line ratios of these networks, the premise in conventional
droop methods and medium- to high-voltage transmission networks of active power (P)
being decoupled from the magnitude of associated bus voltages |V| and reactive power (Q)
being decoupled from network frequency ω deteriorates in these low-voltage MG networks.
This PFT takes into account the R/X ratio of the line impedance in order to account for
P − |V| and Q − ω coupling that is prevalent in these low-voltage MG networks [36].
With the Jacobian-based method proposed, the load demand can be redistributed to other
VSIs when some VSIs are fully loaded, so that a new steady-state network frequency
and bus voltages can be attained. Stability can be evaluated during events in the same
way performed for conventional power systems [39]. The contributions of the paper are
as follows:

• A Jacobian-based method that incorporates the operational power capabilities of the
VSIs and associated dynamic state variables contributing towards potential power
violations is proposed;

• A set of electrodynamic equations is developed that incorporates the VSM and PFT
concepts in conjunction with the Jacobian-based method resulting in an amendable
droop control that constrains the VSIs within their power capabilities during commen-
surate changes in load demand.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The set of algebraic and elec-
trodynamic equations that describe the VSI-MG is developed in Section 2, in which it is
also illustrated how the concepts of the VSM and the PFT can be applied. The Jacobian-
based method is introduced in Section 3 as a precursor to the amendable droop control.
Section 4 presents and discusses simulation results via the MATLAB/Simulink software
environment by investigating different scenarios imposed on an MG test network. The
paper concludes with remarks on the merits and effectiveness of the proposed control and
load sharing scheme in Section 5.

2. VSI-MG Mathematical Model
2.1. VSI Power and Droop Control

The primary control function for a VSI in an islanded MG network is implemented by
the following conventional droop control laws as shown:

ωre f = ωset −
kpω0

Sr
P = ωset −mpP (1)
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Vre f = Vset −
kqV0

Sr
Q = Vset − nqQ (2)

where Vre f and ωre f are the reference voltage and frequency, respectively, and Vset and
ωset are the nominal setpoints for the voltage and frequency controllers, respectively. The
rating of the VSI with respect to the base power Sbase is given by Sr = Sinv/Sbase. The
nominal frequency droop gain in per-unit at the maximum active power is kp, and the
nominal voltage droop gain in per-unit at the maximum reactive power is kq. These
nominal droop gains are often approximated to be within 0.5–3% [18,25]. The nominal
voltage and frequency are defined using V0 and ω0, respectively. The active and reactive
power outputs of the VSI are defined through the variables P and Q, respectively. The
instantaneous active and reactive power values (Pi and Qi) are filtered through a low pass
filter with cutoff frequency ωc to remove oscillations and noise as shown:

P =
ωc

s + ωc
Pi , Q =

ωc

s + ωc
Qi (3)

By measuring the d–q frame output current (iod, ioq) and output voltage (vod, voq)
signals, the instantaneous powers (Pi and Qi) are obtained as shown:

Pi = vodiod + voqioq , Qi = voqiod − vodioq (4)

2.2. Interconnecting Load and Network

Consideration is made towards a generic RL load. The equations for the d–q frame
load currents connected at bus a is as shown:

dIld,d,a

dt
= −

Rld,a

Lld,a
Ild,d,a + ω0 Ild,q,a +

Vd,a

Lld,a
(5)

dIld,q,a

dt
= −

Rld,a

Lld,a
Ild,q,a −ω0 Ild,d,a +

Vq,a

Lld,a
(6)

where the load inductance and load resistance are Lld, Rld, and the d–q axis load currents
are Ild,d, Ild,q, respectively. The d–q axis bus voltages are Vd, Vq, respectively.

With consideration made towards a generic RL line, the equations for the d–q frame
line currents connected between adjacent buses a and b are as shown:

dIln,d,ab

dt
= −

Rln,ab

Lln,ab
Iln,d,ab + ω0 Iln,q,ab +

Vd,a −Vd,b

Lln,ab
(7)

dIln,q,ab

dt
= −

Rln,ab

Lln,ab
Iln,q,ab −ω0 Iln,d,ab +

Vq,a −Vq,b

Lln,ab
(8)

where the line inductance and line resistance are Lln, Rln, and the d–q axis line currents are
Iln,d, Iln,q, respectively.

The full system model made up of Equations (1)–(8) for the VSI, the load and the
network as extensively reported in the literature, is formulated in the d–q frame [18–25].

2.3. Concept of the VSM

To mimic the inertia effect through the traditional second-order swing equation of
synchronous machines for VSIs, the equation describing the active power droop control in
Equation (1) and in conjunction with the filter equations (Equation (3)) can be rewritten
as shown:

ωre f = ωset −mp
ωc

s + ωc
P (9)

The reference frequency can be assumed to follow the output frequency, i.e., ωre f = ω,
since the inner current and voltage loop act quick enough due to higher bandwidth [32].
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In differential form, Equation (9) can be rewritten for a VSI at bus a, and reconstructed
as shown:

dωa

dt
=

1
τa
(ωset,a −ωa −mp,aPa) (10)

where the power controller’s filter time constant for the VSI at bus a is given by τa = 1/ωc,a.
An analogy could then be made between Equation (10) and the traditional second-order
swing equation [30,32,40]. The damping coefficient D and inertia J have the following
relational proportionality:

D ∝
1

mpω0
, J ∝

1
mpωcω0

(11)

From Equation (11), there is a functional equivalence between droop control and a
VSM with a small inertia. The cutoff frequency, ωc, of the first order low pass filter serves
an analogous function of the virtual inertia. Furthermore, an increasing droop gain, mp,
implies a decreasing equivalence for the damping coefficient and therefore mathematically
confirming that VSIs contribute more to damping of electromechanical modes [30,32,40].
From Equation (10), with the required level of accuracy, the angle at bus a where a VSI is
connected can be described using:

dθa

dt
= ωa −ω0 (12)

By mirroring Equation (10) and applying Equation (2) in conjunction with Equation (3),
the reactive power and the voltage at bus a where a VSI is connected can be characterized
using:

dVa

dt
=

1
τa
(Vset,a −Va − nq,aQa) (13)

To complete the mimicry of the VSI as a VSM, the algebraic equations shown below
would also be included. The active and reactive power, identified by real (<) and imaginary
(=) components generated by a VSI at bus a with lines and a load connected are:

Pa = <
{

Vaejθa ∑
b∈Aa

I∗ln,ab

}
+<

{
Vaejθa I∗ld,a

}
(14)

Qa = =
{

Vaejθa ∑
b∈Aa

I∗ln,ab

}
+=

{
Vaejθa I∗ld,a

}
(15)

where Aa is the set of bus numbers that are directly connected to bus a, and the following
phasor equations shown below describe the voltage, load currents, and line currents
respectively to be used in Equations (14) and (15):

Va = Vd,a + jVq,a = Vaejθa (16)

Ild,a = Ild,d,a + jIld,q,a (17)

Iln,ab = Iln,d,ab + jIln,q,ab (18)

2.4. Concept of the PFT

Low-voltage MG networks are characterized as having non-negligible R/X line ratios
compared to relatively negligible R/X line ratios that are common in medium- to high-
voltage transmission networks where assumptions can be made stating P and ω are
tightly coupled and also Q and |V|. This implies that P can be decoupled from |V| and
Q decoupled from ω during control implementation. This assumption is unpractical in
low-voltage MG networks as P and Q are both coupled to |V| and ω. Therefore, there is
the need to modify the droop controls (1) and (2) using a PFT that takes into account the
R/X ratio of the line impedance in order to account for and incorporate P− |V| and Q−ω
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coupling that is prevalent in low-voltage MG networks [36–38]. With the PFT, both P and
Q have influences on both ω and |V|.

Using Figure 1, the conventional droop controls (1) and (2) can be rewritten for a VSI
at bus a as shown:

ωa = ωset,a −mp,a(Pa − Pset,a) (19)

Va = Vset,a − nq,a(Qa −Qset,a) (20)

where ωset and Vset are the nominal setpoint frequency and magnitude of the output
voltage at a non-zero setpoint active and reactive power, Pset and Qset, respectively, when
comparing Equations (1) and (2) with Equations (19) and (20). In other words, a non-zero
Pset and Qset in Equations (19) and (20) that corresponds to ωset and Vset, respectively, both
equal zero in Equations (1) and (2).

Figure 1. Droop Control Characteristics.

In a similar manner, Equations (10) and (13) can be rewritten for a VSI connected at
bus a as shown:

dωa

dt
=

1
τa

(
ωset,a −ωa −mp,a(Pa − Pset,a)

)
(21)

dVa

dt
=

1
τa

(
Vset,a −Va − nq,a(Qa −Qset,a)

)
(22)

The PFT is shown in Equation (23) and a complete derivation appears in [36]. The
resulting decoupled (or sometimes termed virtual) active and reactive powers indicated
by P′a and Q′a for a VSI-fed bus a and a single line emanating from that bus are defined
as shown:

[
P′a
Q′a

]
=


Xln,a

Zln,a
−

Rln,a

Zln,a

Rln,a

Zln,a

Xln,a

Zln,a


[

Pa
Qa

]
(23)

where Rln,a, Xln,a and Zln,a are the coupling line resistance, line inductive reactance, and
line impedance magnitude from bus a, respectively. The conventional droop controls in
Equations (19) and (20) would be modified and, subsequently, Equations (21) and (22)
would incorporate the PFT at a bus a to a point of common coupling among the intercon-
nected VSIs as follows:

ωa = ωset,a −mp,a(P′a − P′set,a) (24)

Va = Vset,a − nq,a(Q′a −Q′set,a) (25)

dωa

dt
=

1
τa

(
ωset,a −ωa −mp,a(P′a − P′set,a)

)
(26)

dVa

dt
=

1
τa

(
Vset,a −Va − nq,a(Q′a −Q′set,a)

)
(27)

It should be noted that the modified droop controls via the PFT do not eliminate
the cross-coupling between P and Q when the impedances offered by both Rln and Lln
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are comparable. However, it does seamlessly handle the transition to |V| controlling P
and ω controlling Q that occurs in low-voltage MG networks as Rln increases relative to
the impedance offered by Lln. For instance, in predominantly inductive lines, the PFT
would ensure P′ ≈ P and Q′ ≈ Q; whereas for predominantly resistive lines, the PFT acts
differently and ensures P′ ≈ – Q and Q′ ≈ P. It should also be noted that the PFT exhibits
better load demand sharing in the parallel operation of VSIs operating in an islanded grid
or connected to an infinite bus compared to VSIs operating in a meshed network. The
functional purpose of the PFT is to transfer P and Q to a new reference frame where they
are independent of the effective coupling line impedance.

3. Jacobian-Based Method

To control the VSIs within their maximum power capability, a Jacobian-based method
is developed that aids in the VSI-MG to redistribute loads if one of the VSIs attains its
output power capability. So, in the occurrence of an event, such as a change in load
demand, a new steady-state network frequency can be established. The method proposed
starts through the use of Equations (5)–(8), (12), (21) and (22) to characterize the dynamic
states of the system should one choose to adopt the conventional droop controls (19) and
(20) as was done in [35]. Alternatively, to implement the modified droop controls via the
PFT as seen in Equations (24) and (25), Equations (5)–(8), (12), (26) and (27) are used to
characterize the dynamic states of the system. Both scenarios are investigated within the
paper. By applying appropriate numerical procedures, these dynamic states are computed
as functions of time. While advancing the dynamic states in time, the algebraic active and
reactive power Equations (14) and (15) are paid attention to for capacity violations. At the
occurrence of a violation, Equation (28) describing correction terms is built at that time
instant and used in amending the droop control laws.



∆θ1
...

∆θk

∆V1
...

∆Vk


=



∂P1

∂θ1
· · · ∂P1

∂θk

∂P1

∂V1
· · · ∂P1

∂Vk
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
∂Pk
∂θ1

· · · ∂Pk
∂θk

∂Pk
∂V1

· · · ∂Pk
∂Vk

∂Q1

∂θ1
· · · ∂Q1

∂θk

∂Q1

∂V1
· · · ∂Q1

∂Vk
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
∂Qk
∂θ1

· · · ∂Qk
∂θk

∂Qk
∂V1

· · · ∂Qk
∂Vk



−1

Pr
1(P̂1 − P1)

...
Pr

k (P̂k − Pk)

Qr
1(Q̂1 −Q1)

...
Qr

k(Q̂k −Qk)


(28)

In Equation (28), k is the last n-index in the subset kn and belongs to the set of all
network buses N, where there is a connection to a VSI; and the invertible Jacobian matrix
contains the partial derivatives of the active and reactive power equations (Equations (14)
and (15)) with respect to angle and voltage dynamic states. For instance, in an MG network
with 6 buses defined by the set N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and having the subset kn = {3, 4, 5, 6}
where there is a connection to a VSI; the first and last entries (1, 1) and (k, k) in the
resulting 4–by–4 Jacobian matrix would be ∂P3/∂θ3 and ∂Q6/∂V6, respectively. The terms
∆θa and ∆Va are the correction terms corresponding to a bus a in kn. The terms P̂a and
Q̂a corresponding to a bus a in kn represent the operational active and reactive power
capabilities of the VSI. P̂a and Q̂a are set to be less than the physical active and reactive
power capabilities, Pmax and Qmax of the VSI, respectively. This allows a margin in the
application of Equation (28) as P̂a and Q̂a can be momentarily exceeded but not Pmax and
Qmax. The terms Pr

a and Qr
a for a bus a in kn are ratio terms given by:

Pr
a =

∑n∈kn Pn

Pa
, Qr

a =
∑n∈kn Qn

Qa
, a ∈ kn (29)
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In constructing Equation (28), on its rightmost column matrix, only the violation
detected is entered with the other entries being made equal to zero. Then, the new cor-
rection terms on the leftmost column matrix of Equation (28) are computed and used to
supplement the requisite dynamic states in Equations (12) and (22) if one chooses to adopt
the conventional droop controls or supplement dynamic states in Equations (12) and (27)
if one chooses to adopt the modified droop controls via the PFT, at the next iteration in
time. This is shown in Equations (30)–(32). The correction terms ∆θa and ∆Va approach
zero when the violations are resolved.

dθa − ∆θa

dt
= ωa −ω0 (30)

dVa − ∆Va

dt
=

1
τa

(
Vset,a −Va − nq,a(Qa −Qset,a)

)
(31)

dVa − ∆Va

dt
=

1
τa

(
Vset,a −Va − nq,a(Q′a −Q′set,a)

)
(32)

With this amendable droop control, what occurs consequently is the collective slow
retardation of the dynamic states that has a greater contribution continuously to the
violation encountered. For a violation in active power, the angle states that contribute to
that violation would incur a slightly increasing gradient to hold that violation while other
VSIs increase their outputs to meet the active power generation insufficiency in the MG
network. A similar occurrence is exhibited with a violation in reactive power and voltage
states contributing to that violation. If adopting the modified droop controls via the PFT,
both angle and voltage dynamic states experience the same phenomena because they both
have contributing coupling effects to active and reactive power violations. By adopting
this scheme, the VSIs would seek a new steady-state network frequency after the load
demand has been redistributed from fully loaded VSIs to VSIs that have sufficient margin
to meet a deficiency in power generation across the MG network. This is the load sharing
scheme proposed.

A new steady-state network frequency can be reached if all VSIs in the MG network
can cooperatively ride through and survive the power violation, and redistribute the load
demand with adherence to the droop control method (conventional or PFT) adopted. Both
droop control methods are “fixed gradient” methods and all interconnecting VSIs in the
MG network seek this new point of operation in frequency on their respective gradients
without exceeding its security margin set by its own power-generating capability. The
Jacobian-based method developed would aid in this regard [35].

4. Simulation Studies and Results

The interconnected network shown in Figure 2 is a 381 V, 50 Hz VSI-MG under study.
The parameters for this MG network including the VSI model parameters are presented
in Table 1. The steady-state initial operating conditions in per-unit (on a 10 kVA, 381 V,
100π rad/s base) were computed and are shown in Table 2. In Tables 1 and 2, a corresponds
to the associated bus and line number position in the order (1, 2, 3) of the VSI and is
consistent with Figure 2. The operational power capability P̂a and Q̂a are set at 99% of the
physical power capability Pmax and Qmax, respectively, for each VSI.
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Figure 2. VSI-MG Test Network.

Table 1. Network and VSI Model Parameters.

Parameter Description (Value)

Sbase Inverter Base Apparent Power (10 kVA)
V0 Nominal Voltage (381 V)
ω0 Nominal Frequency (100π rad/s)
ωc Filter Constant (10π rad/s/W)

mp
P−ω Droop Gain (6.283× 10−5 rad/s/W),

i.e., kp (0.2% at Pmax = 10 kW)

nq
Q−V Droop Gain (3.81× 10−4 V/Var),

i.e., kq (1% at Qmax = 10 kVar)
Rln Line Resistance (0.165 Ω/km)
Lln Line Inductance (0.26 mH/km)
lna Line Length in km (ln1 = 1, ln2 = 0.8, ln3 = 0.6)
Rld Load Resistance (8.7037 Ω)
Lld Load Inductance (7.0357 mH)

Table 2. Steady-State Initial Operating Conditions.

Parameter Description (Value)

ω0 Nominal System Frequency (1.0)
Vpcc Voltage at PCC (0.99623)
θpcc Voltage Angle in rad at PCC (−0.00086)
Va Bus a Voltages (1.00095, 1.00395, 0.99960)
θa Bus a Voltage Angles in rad (0.0, 0.00178,−0.00080)

Vset,a Nominal a-VSI Voltage Setpoints (1.0020, 1.0050, 1.0015)

ωset,a
Nominal a-VSI Frequency Setpoints

(1.00073, 1.00160, 1.00080)

Pa + jQa
a-VSI Power Outputs (0.36383 + j0.10459,

0.80000 + j0.10511, 0.40000 + j0.18957)

Iln,dq,a
Line a Currents (0.36348− j0.10449,

0.79704− j0.10328, 0.40001− j0.18997)
Ild,dq Load Current (1.56053− j0.39773)

4.1. Simulation Results

The initial load demand in per-unit at the point of common coupling (PCC) using the
parameters in Table 1 is 1.5550 + j0.3949 on a 10 kVA base. With the aid of MATLAB, and
applying appropriate numerical methods incorporating the VSM and PFT concepts and in
conjunction with the Jacobian-based method resulting in the amendable droop control, the
following results are presented within.

4.1.1. Analyzing mp and Impact on Stability

The impact of increasing droop gain mp on stability in a VSI-MG network is exten-
sively addressed in the literature. By increasing mp, the MG network becomes more
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oscillatory as some network modes move towards an unstable region and eventually leads
to instability [5,18,19]. This is also consistent with the functional equivalence of the indi-
rect relationship between mp and damping as mentioned when discussing the concept
of the VSM [30,32,40]. As investigated in [18], the dominant eigenvalues correspond to
low-frequency dominant modes and are also predominantly sensitive to the state variables
of the power control scheme. These dominant eigenvalues are highly sensitive to mp. Com-
parisons are thus made between the conventional and PFT droop controls by increasing
mp and presented in Figure 3 with regards to network frequency. At time = 1 s, the load
demand is increased by 1% and mp is increased from 0.2% to 0.4%. With the conventional
droop control, the MG network becomes unstable at mp ≥ 0.38%. Whereas with the PFT
droop control, the MG network becomes unstable at mp ≥ 2.25%. Figure 3 excludes the
application of the Jacobian-based method. The PFT droop control thus expands the stability
margin for the MG network.

Figure 3. Frequency (a) Conventional using mp = 0.4%, (b) PFT using mp = 0.4%; at VSI Buses
(1—red, 2—magenta, 3—blue).

4.1.2. Voltage and Frequency Regulation

The transient response of bus voltages and network frequency are critical during
power imbalances in the MG network. Comparisons are made between the conventional
and PFT droop controls and presented in Figure 4. The load demand is increased by 5%
for each second in time. The results in Figure 4 exclude the application of the Jacobian-
based method and shows the oscillatory behavior of the conventional droop control in
comparison with the fairly non-oscillatory behavior of the PFT droop control. There is a
more satisfactory transient voltage response and regulated frequency with the PFT droop
control in comparison to the conventional droop control. Both voltage and frequency
transient responses with the PFT droop control are a result of capturing the seamless
transition to |V| controlling P and ω controlling Q that occurs in low-voltage MG networks
as line resistances increases relative to line reactances. The R/X line ratio of the VSI-MG
network in Figure 2 is ≈2.02. For this reason, both ω and |V| have a controlling influence
on P and Q as observed in the PFT droop control and are not decoupled as with the
conventional droop control.
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Figure 4. (a) Frequency, Conventional, (b) Frequency, PFT, (c) Bus Voltages, Conventional, (d) Bus
Voltages, PFT, at VSI Buses (1—red, 2—magenta, 3—blue).

4.1.3. Application of the Jacobian-Based Method

With investigations into the impact mp has on stability and also the transient response
of bus voltages and network frequency assessed, the Jacobian-based method is then incor-
porated with the PFT droop control. Its performance to changes in load demand in the
presence of a fully loaded VSI is presented in Figure 5. The load demand is increased by
15% for each second in time. The VSIs are all rated to supply an output active and reactive
power of 1 p.u. With the application of the PFT droop control, the change in load demand
is not shared equally among the VSIs and is not the focus of this paper. From Figure 5,
the change in load demand is being shared with respect to both ω and |V| that have a
controlling influence on P and Q. The active power output of the VSI at bus 2 momentarily
reaches and exceeds its set operational power capability P̂a of 0.99 p.u at time ≈3 s but not
its physical power capability Pmax of 1 p.u. This triggers the amendment of Equations (12)
and (27) resulting in Equations (30) and (32), respectively, for each VSI using Equation (28)
in order to abate the increasing active power output from the VSI at bus 2, while the other
VSIs ramp up their active power generation to meet any insufficiency. Accompanying this
is a dip in voltage at bus 2 due to Equation (28) amending its voltage. Later at time ≈3.05 s,
the VSI at bus 2 again reaches its operational power capability, but in this situation, the
other VSIs slowly reach the sufficient active power generation required to sustain future
occurrences of the VSI at bus 2 from exceeding its set operational power capability. The
VSI-MG network is seen to attain a lower steady-state network frequency and bus voltages
as the load demand increases.
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Figure 5. (a) Bus Voltages, (b) Frequency, (c) Reactive Power Output, (d) Active Power Output, with
Jacobian and PFT; at VSI Buses (1—red, 2—magenta, 3—blue).

4.2. Discussion

To illustrate the effectiveness of the Jacobian-based method in Equation (28), Figures 6–8
show the search path (dashed lines) for equilibrium on the P−ω conventional droop, the
P−ω PFT droop, and the P′ −ω corrected PFT droop control characteristics, respectively.
The load demand is increased by 15% for each second in time. Although not drawn to
scale, do note that Figures 6a,b and 7a,b have the same droop gain, mp = 0.2%. The droop
gains are also the same in Figure 8a,b, but transformed through the PFT and hence termed
“corrected”. The VSIs are all rated to supply an output active and reactive power of 1 p.u.
While integrating the state equations over time, Equation (28) aids in averting each VSI
from surpassing its set operational power capability.

In Figures 6–8, the droop characteristics are represented by solid lines with a neg-
ative gradient. The response of the conventional droop controller, without and with
Equation (28) are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. There is convergence on the P− ω
droop characteristics except in Figure 6b, where at a later time ≥3 s, Equation (28) supple-
ments and amends Equations (12) and (22) resulting in Equations (30) and (31), respectively,
to accommodate the active power output capability enforced by the VSI at bus 2. Similarly,
the responses of the PFT droop controller, without and with Equation (28), are shown in
Figure 7a,b, respectively. Convergence is not exhibited on the P – ω droop characteristics,
but Figure 7b shows Equation (28) still performing well by supplementing and amending
Equations (12) and (27) which results in Equations (30) and (32), respectively, where at
a later time ≥3 s, the active power output capability enforced by the VSI at bus 2 is still
accommodated with fewer power violations compared to Figure 6b. Convergence is thus
exhibited on the corrected transformed P′ − ω droop characteristics, without and with
Equation (28) as shown in Figure 8a,b, respectively.
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Figure 6. P−ω Droop Relation (a) no Jacobian, Conventional, (b) with Jacobian, Conventional; for
VSIs at Buses (1—red, 2—magenta, 3—blue).

Figure 7. P−ω Droop Relation (a) no Jacobian, PFT, (b) with Jacobian, PFT; for VSIs at Buses (1—red,
2—magenta, 3—blue).
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Figure 8. P′ −ω Droop Relation (a) no Jacobian, PFT corrected, (b) with Jacobian, PFT corrected; for
VSIs at Buses (1—red, 2—magenta, 3—blue).

5. Conclusions

In the presence of a fully loaded VSI, that is part of a VSI-MG, simulations were shown
to validate the effectiveness of the Jacobian-based method proposed and the resulting
amendable control. In the occurrence of an event, such as a change in load demand,
loads are seen to be redistributed to VSIs with sufficient power generating margins to
support the VSI-MG in the presence of a VSI attaining its maximum operational power
capability. The conventional and PFT droop controls were compared with the latter shown
to exhibit better transient responses and frequency regulation, reduce the number of power
violations, expand stability margins and incorporate line characteristics to handle |V| and ω
having a combined controlling impact on Q and P that occurs in low-voltage MG networks.
Application and suitability to multi-bus MG networks having a number of buses without a
direct connection to a VSI; and also scenarios investigating multiple power violations at the
same time are open questions to be investigated. The Jacobian-based method described can
be used to improve the ride-through capability of the VSI-MG network incorporating both
the conventional and PFT droop controls. The intention is to facilitate efforts in maintaining
system reliability and resiliency.
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